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Letter from the Editor
by Jeff Schweitzer

Tucson: A Great Success

While I was not able to take any photographs
of members in thongs at the pool bar, I
nevertheless consider the convention at
Tucson a great success. We had 415
registered attendees and 114 airplanes,
which always makes for an impressive
site. Also impressive was the sandblasting
that food, people and aircraft took during
airport day. But pilots are a tough group,
and managed to scarf down scary quantities
of chicken, brisket and ribs in the face of
atmospheric adversity. Vendor support was
fantastic, and for that all of us are grateful. The
camaraderie at the convention is tough to beat,
and I look forward to that as much as to the
substance of the event. But most importantly, I
believe that all of us are safer pilots after attending
the academic programs, and by learning from our
fellow PA-46 drivers. The incredible mix of talent
and experience at the convention is inspiring. But
enough about me.
Last year the magazine was criticized because
we did not include a sufficient quantity of pictures
of the convention. I heard you loud and clear
(although resent any implication that I am not
perfect), and so this year have filled the following
pages choc full of pictures, both flattering and
otherwise. As the old curse says, “may your
every wish come true.” I’ll be here all week. For
the great photos we are indebted to Mary Kay Stein
and member/shutterbugs extraordinaire Richard
Rochfort and Bob Conrad.

Kick the Tire, Light the Fire

Kick the tire in frustration, and light the campfire
that is, since you are not going anywhere if your
airplane if affected by the latest and greatest from
our colleagues at Piper, Lycoming and the FAA.
The convention presentation by Lycoming was
straightforward and informative, and demonstrates
the great utility of gathering together once per year
for information exchange and education. But the
news is hardly encouraging for either SB 552 or SB
553, and their corresponding ADs. I believe that at
this point Lycoming is doing everything necessary
to correct the problem, and MMOPA will continue
to work with them to get us back in the air as soon
as possible.
But let us admit that, at heart, we are deeply
frustrated that we can not get our power plants to
give us reliable service. The never-ending series
of SBs and ADs continues with broken engine
mounts, broken crank shafts, broken promises and
broken dreams. A prominent piece of mail upon
my return from the convention was AD 2002-19-03.
This latest notice (following up SB 553) concerns
certain crankshafts that were hammer forged,
and the need to replace them with press forged
units. The AD affects Lycoming turbocharged
TIO-540 engines rated at 300 HP or higher with
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crankshafts manufactured between March 1997
and the present. Make sure you determine if your
serial number is listed in the AD.
Lycoming representatives will conduct the ADrequired crankshaft metallurgical inspections from
six small “core samples” taken from the propeller
flange for examination. It would appear that at least
two months will pass before Lycoming is prepared
to begin production of replacement crankshafts.
I love the PA-46, but its getting to be tough love.
My heart goes out to everybody who opened the
notices and found his or her engine listed in that
ugly parade of serial numbers. As of this writing,
we are waiting for yet another service bulletin
dealing with a bolt in the back of the engine,
some of which were coated with zinc instead of
cadmium, and are now in danger of failing. I
understand that the bolt can be replaced without
removing the engine, although not easily. Stay
tuned as the stomach turns.

Quotes of the Month

For reasons of space, and bad judgment, I
neglected to include this section in my last Letter
from the Editor. To make up for the omission, I
have doubled the pleasure this round.
Every takeoff is optional. Every landing is
mandatory. (anon)
When in doubt, hold on to your altitude. No one
has ever collided with the sky. (anon)
I’ve flown in bad weather before, but never when
I couldn’t see the pilot. (U.S. Army Intelligence
Officer, from co-pilots seat)
If an earthquake suddenly opened a fissure in a
runway that caused an accident, the NTSB would
find a way to blame in on pilot error. (anon, for
good reason)

Angel Promo ad

Aviation News

by Doug Leet

Douglas Leet
Douglas Leet studied at Michigan
State University and received his
M.D. degree from The University
of Chicago. Internship, residency
and fellowship in General Surgery
and Urology followed in Chapel
Hill, at The University of North
Carolina. He practices Urology in
Raleigh, specializing in pediatric
and microsurgery, female urology
and oncology. Flying was always
just a dream until 1978, when he
began early morning lessons before
work during his fellowship in general
surgery. Thirty days later, with nearly
continuous ground school, he
had his private certificate. Doug
bought a 1964 Mooney M20E
shortly thereafter and obtained his
instrument ticket in 1980. The M20E
was sold for an M20K(turbo), and
finally the ultimate flying machine,
his 1984 Malibu. Doug’s flying
experiences expand across all of
North America and into the Southern
Caribbean.

Emergency Airworthiness Directive

As our deadline for this issue approached, we
were stunned with news of a Mandatory Service
Bulletin, followed by an FAA Emergency AD
on Lycoming crankshafts. Approximately 118
Mirages are affected, each facing a long and
uncertain time on the ground. Estimates range
from three to nine months for these engines
to be removed, sent to Lycoming, rebuilt and
reinstalled. And this is probably optimistic. One
of this quarter’s accidents, with three fatalities,
may involve a crankshaft failure.
Immediately after learning of the AD, the MMOPA
Board had a coast-to-coast conference call to
discuss possible actions and solutions. Our
President, Richard Bynum, was busy contacting
both Lycoming and Piper to discuss all options.
We strongly encouraged both companies to
have a strong presence at our convention, and
to make high-level representatives available to
discuss the problem and its resolution. In this
way, we hoped to give MMOPA members the
best opportunity to understand what can be
done to get past this crisis. I know that Piper
is devastated, and I am sure Lycoming was
not planning on rebuilding over 100 engines.
But their obligation is to the owners, who have
expensive airplanes that are useless without
an engine. By the time you read this, the

convention will be behind us, and hopefully,
we will all be better informed about how to
move forward. Details about what happened
at the convention can be found elsewhere in
this issue.

Date: June 14, 2002
Location: Osteen, Florida
Aircraft: PA-46-310P Propjet
Registration: N9143B
Injuries: 3 Fatal

Deadly Quarter

On June 14, 2002, about 2039 eastern daylight
time, a Piper PA-46-310P, N9143B, operated
and registered to an individual, disappeared
from radar, had a separation of the right wing,
and impacted the ground near Osteen, Florida.
Instrument meteorological conditions prevailed
at the time, and an instrument flight rules (IFR)
flight plan was filed for the 14 CFR Part 91
personal flight. The airplane was destroyed.
The private-rated pilot and two passengers
were fatally injured. The flight had originated
from Raleigh, North Carolina, at an unknown
time, en route to Marco Island, Florida.

The last three months have seen four Malibu
crashes with 12 fatalities. That number is the
worst I have ever reported. This carnage is
unacceptable. When will it end? Let’s look at
these crashes and try to understand why they
occurred. Following is a synopsis:
Date: May 18, 2002
Location: Palestine, TX
Aircraft: PA 46-350P
Registration: N529TX
Injuries: 3 Uninjured

On May 18, 2002, approximately 1830 central
daylight time, a Piper, PA-46-350P, N529TX,
sustained substantial damage following a
collapse of the nose landing gear during the
landing roll on runway 35 at the Palestine
Municipal Airport, Palestine, Texas. The airplane,
registered to LAWTX Travel, Inc., of Houston,
Texas, was operated by the owner/pilot under
Code of Federal Regulations Part 91. The private
pilot and his two passengers were not injured.
Visual meteorological conditions prevailed for
the cross-country flight, but an instrument flight
rules (IFR) flight plan was filed and activated.
The business flight departed Houston, Texas,
at approximately 1730.
The pilot reported that when the nose wheel
made contact with the runway, he felt a “hard
bump followed by a violent jerking motion to
the left.” The airplane departed the runway, and
came to rest parallel to the runway with the right
wing adjacent to the left edge of the runway.
The following day, the airplane was moved to
a hangar at the airport.
The FAA inspector and the manufacturer’s
representative examined and photographed
the airplane. The bottom side of the engine
cowling, the air inlet, and the nose landing
gear doors exhibited scrapes. The propeller
tips were curled with scratches on the
outboard 8-10 inches. Removal of the engine
cowling and examination of the engine mount
revealed that the right side of the nose gear
actuator aft attach point had separated from
the tube cluster on the mount assembly. The
actuator was found pushed aft into the firewall.
A section of the firewall approximately 3 X 12
inches, located aft of the nose landing gear
actuator, was crushed upward and aft into the
forward baggage compartment.

The flight was being vectored around weather at
flight level (FL) 260, by the Miami Air Route Traffic
Control Center (ARTCC), Miami, Florida. The pilot
made his initial radio report to the new controller,
was radar identified, and by the next radar
sweep had disappeared from the radarscope.
According to ATC tapes of communications and
initial radar plots, the pilot of N9143B had asked
the controller at the Miami ARTCC if he could
deviate about 12 miles west because he thought
he saw a hole in the weather. The controller asked
if he could fly a heading of 170 degrees. The pilot
said he could not because that was the direction
of the weather he was trying to avoid. He was
then told to change frequencies, made his initial
report on frequency, and disappeared from
the radarscope. The initial radar plots showed
that primary radar returns were observed at
FL260, and the airplane began a rapid descent.
Witnesses reported hearing the engine make a
winding noise, and then observed the airplane
come out of the clouds about 300 feet above
the ground, in a nose low spiral. The right wing
was missing. The right wing was not found at
the crash site, but was located on the morning
of June 17, 2002, by a sheriff’s helicopter.
Date: June 19, 2002
Location: Naples, Florida
Aircraft: PA-46-310P
Registration: N9127L
Injuries: 3 Fatal

On June 19, 2002, about 0958 eastern daylight
time, a Piper PA-46-310P, N9127L, registered
to, and operated by, a private individual as a
Title 14 CFR Part 91 personal flight, crashed
shortly after takeoff from Naples Municipal
Airport, Naples, Florida. Visual meteorological
conditions prevailed, and no flight plan was
cont.
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Aviation News

(continued)

filed. The private-rated pilot, and two passengers
received fatal injuries, and the aircraft incurred
substantial damage. The flight was originating
at the time of the accident.
According to witnesses, the airplane had just
departed from runway 05, and had reached a
low altitude in the vicinity of the departure end
of the runway, when it entered into a steep right
turn. The witnesses further stated that the turn
continued, followed by an entry into a spin. The
airplane descended and impacted the ground.
The airplane came to rest in a nose-low, near
vertical position, and was suspended at its tail
section by a fence and some trees along the
eastern perimeter of the airport. The impact site
was about 100 feet beyond the departure end
of the runway and about 400 feet to the right of
the runway centerline. Debris associated with
the airplane was located within a 30-foot radius
of the impact point. The airplane incurred heavy
damage to the engine compartment and the
forward cabin area, as well as extensive damage
to both wings.
Date: August 4, 2002
Location: Benton Harbor, Michigan
Aircraft: PA-46-350P
Registration: N316PM
Injuries: 3 Fatal

On August 4, 2002, at 1336 eastern daylight
time, a Piper PA-46-350P, N316PM, owned
and piloted by a private pilot, sustained
substantial damage during an in-flight
collision with terrain following a loss of
engine power near Benton Harbor, Michigan.
Visual meteorological conditions prevailed at
the time of the accident. The personal flight
was operating under the provisions of 14 CFR
Part 91 and was on an instrument flight rules
flight plan. The pilot and his two passengers
were fatally injured. The flight departed Joe
Foss Field Airport (FSD), Sioux Falls, South
Dakota, at 1000 central daylight time, and had
the intended destination of Toledo Express
Airport (TOL), Toledo, Ohio.
The pilot reported having an engine failure
and was given radar vectors to the Southwest
Michigan Regional Airport (BEH), Benton
Harbor, Michigan. The wreckage was located
approximately one nautical mile east of runway
27 (5,109 feet by 100 feet, dry asphalt).

We Can Do Better

The first accident either had a mechanical
malfunction or a hard landing leading to
collapse of the nosewheel and the bending
of the aircraft. It can be repaired. However, the
accident enroute to Marco Island from RDU
led to three fatalities. The Jetprop conversion
was penetrating high altitude thunderstorms.

It was reported that the pilot saw a “hole” and
the aircraft broke up in flight.
The third accident, again fatal, was on
departure from the Naples airport. The
description sounds like a departure stall
in good weather. Unless there was an
unforeseen mechanical problem, this sounds
like a possible pilot-induced stall.
The fourth and last accident also cost three
lives. The airplane was enroute at 18,000
feet when it sustained a total engine failure
(crankshaft failure?). This happened during the
day in good weather. The plane was vectored
to the Benton Harbor, Michigan Airport (KBEH)
and the aircraft crashed one mile east of
runway 27. Why did this have to happen?
Couldn’t the pilot find a suitable field? Are we
current on our emergency procedures? Do
we practice dead stick landings? When was
the last time you were at some altitude and
practiced a landing all the way to the runway
without adding power?
Two of the fatal accidents were probably
preventable. The total engine failure was not,
but the emergency procedures and attempted
landing probably could have been handled
differently. We need to do better. We should
have had no fatalities this quarter.

4c Hertzel
same as last quarter

Malibu Maintenance
Staying Cool
by Kevin Mead

Kevin Mead
Kevin is an IA who has
specialized in Malibu/Mirage
maintenance for 14 of his
20 years in general aviation.
He is a licensed private pilot
with a multi-engine rating.
Kevin recently formed his
own business, Mead Aircraft
Services, which he runs
from a small farm in Inman,
Kansas. He will continue
to provide support for the
Malibu/Mirage fleet in the
U.S. and abroad.

Most PA46 owners would like the Malibu
to be as comfortably air conditioned as a
car. Regrettably, pilots will have to lower
their expectations, because even when
working perfectly, Malibu air conditioning will
never measure up to the average unit in an
automobile.
But what happens when the system is not
working optimally? Unfortunately, finding a
technician who knows how to troubleshoot
a/c problems or make necessary repairs is
often difficult.
I have made a troubleshooting guide to address
problems seen most commonly in my shop.
You may be surprised to learn that replacing
the air conditioner compressor is not the
most common solution. In fact, unnecessary
replacement of a/c compressors is one of
my maintenance pet peeves. Basically, the
only reason you will need to replace your
compressor is if the mounting ear cracks or
breaks due to improper tightening or shimming
during installation. Make sure the installing
technician is familiar with Lycoming’s SI 1451A
(alternator, starter, compressor installation). If
these instructions are followed to the letter, the
ear should never break.
The compressor itself is highly reliable and
almost never fails in any other way. If you have
had a compressor replaced, and the installation
completely fixed your cooling problem, I
would be willing to bet that something else
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done in conjunction with the replacement or
during the troubleshooting process was truly
responsible for the improvement, and that the
compressor was replaced unnecessarily. I will
not say the compressor never fails, but failure
is rare. If your mechanic tells you that your
compressor must be replaced, ask him first to
check the compressor’s operating pressures
with gauges. This is the surest way to tell if the
compressor is working properly. Finally, many
compressors are condemned, particularly on
the Mirage, because they are throwing a little
grease around the clutch. This is normal for this
compressor and is not a sign of failure.

I. Symptom

Your system is blowing air but not cooling.

Probable cause

You may be out of refrigerant due to leaking
hose fittings, connections, pressure switches,
or expansion valves. To test for leaks, pressurize
the system with nitrogen and a small charge of
refrigerant, and then sniff for leaks with a Freon
sniffer. Alternatively, pressurize the system
with nitrogen, then spray soap solution on the
components and connections. Bubbles will
reveal leaking areas.
Some shops inject dye into the system to
help find leaks. I personally do not like to use
this method. You are introducing a liquid into
a system designed to circulate gas, and in
my opinion this approach just plain does not
work as well. Even if perfectly reliably, I would
not use this method because the procedure
is messy and inconvenient; I have also seen
the dye clog expansion valves and settle in
receiver dryers.
Whatever method you use, be aware that
leaks are commonly found at more than one
component. For instance, you may have a
leaking hose fitting and a leaking pressure
switch. You must identify and repair all leaks.
Leaking hose fittings are pretty painless to
deal with. Just replace the hoses. The new
generation is much better than the older hoses
and should hold up longer. I recommend
buying these from an independent hose shop.
Call me for suggestions if you have trouble
finding a supplier. Leaking connections can
simply be tightened. A conical seal can also be
added to a connection to stop leaks.
Pressure switches (your a/c system has two)
are designed to open the circuit and stop the
compressor in the event that the pressure is
either too low or too high. The first generation
of pressure switches (Gar Kenyons used in
early Malibus) were prone to leakage and
were eventually replaced with the second

generation of switches. These did not leak but
proved to be electrically unreliable. Finally, a
third generation switch was introduced and is
holding up well so far. I rarely have to replace
the third generation switches.
Expansion valves may leak around the outer
valve body. Replacement is the only option.

II. Symptom

Your system holds Freon but still will not cool.

Probable causes

1) One of your pressure switches may have
failed electrically. To troubleshoot this, bypass
the switches one at a time and replace the
defective switch.
2) You may have a broken wire at the
compressor clutch. Do a visual check and
repair any broken wires.
3) Your compressor clutch may have failed.
Please note that this clutch can be removed
from the compressor and replaced without
discharging the refrigerant from the system.
4) There may be debris blocking the expansion
valves. The valves are not designed to be
disassembled, and are not terribly expensive,
so just replace them.
5) Your condenser blower motor may be
inoperative. When you turn on the a/c, this
fan should be loudly humming in the back
of the plane. If you hear no noise, the fan is
not operating. Usually I find that the motor
brushes are dirty and stuck, and are not
making contact with the commutater of the
armature. I have had good luck removing,
cleaning and reinstalling these. If this effort
fails, replace the motor.
6) Your a/c belt may be broken. These usually
fail because the belt has deteriorated or is
misaligned.

III. Symptom

There are no leaks in the system, but the
system does not cool and pops the fan circuit
breaker.

Probable cause

You may think that this is a fan problem, but
usually a shorted compressor clutch or clutch
wire is to blame. You have two fans, and when
one goes, the breaker does not usually blow.
The fan just stops blowing air on that side of the
plane. Replace the clutch or fix the wire. This
can be done without replacing the compressor,
and can be done easily in place.

IV. Symptom

You’re a/c cools well when first turned on, but
then deteriorates.

Possible cause

1) Your system may have been overcharged.
This a/c system only holds 2.5 lbs of
refrigerant. But many people do not know this
bit of trivia, and I have seen as much as 4 lbs
of refrigerant stuffed into a Malibu. Typically,
overcharging causes the high pressure switch
to shut the compressor down. The compressor
will continue to cycle, but too quickly to cool
efficiently.
2) You may have a blocked expansion valve.
This may causes poor cooling when the lowpressure switch shuts the compressor down in
response to the vacuum created when Freon
can not move through the valve. Again, the
compressor will cycle, but too quickly to cool
efficiently.
3) JetProp owners commonly report this
symptom, but in their case the deterioration
in cooling is due to excessive heat from the
turbine exhaust being routed directly over
the condenser. This prevents the Freon
that is moving through the condenser from
effectively releasing its heat. As a result, the

refrigerant pressure in the system increases
until the high-pressure switch shuts off the
compressor. Again, the compressor will cycle,
but not enough to cool efficiently.

VI. Symptom

4) A less common cause of this symptom
may be that your evaporator drain system is
plugged, causing condensation to freeze in
the evaporator. Inspect the hoses and drain
valve for blockage.

Either the left or right evaporator blower motor
may be inoperative. Replace the motor.
A duct may be blocked with upholstery,
carpet, or some of the other unmentionables
referenced above.

V. Symptom

VII. Symptom

Your system cools, but not as well as last year.

You notice a mildew smell in the cabin.

Possible causes

Possible cause

The refrigerant may just need to be topped
off. Needing to add 1 lb per year is not
uncommon.
The other problem could be that the evaporator
fins found under and behind the back seat may
be obstructed. This is a bigger problem in the
Mirage, due to the difficulty of removing the back
seat. Mechanics hate this job, so tend not to do
the deed often enough. But you must insist they
remove the seat if you suspect blocked fins. In
our shop, we have fished pet hair, paper, candy
wrappers, carpet fuzz, and other much grosser
items out of these fins. Cleaning up the fins can
make a remarkable difference.

Air blows from the outlets on one side, but not
the other.

Possible causes

There may be a leak in the evaporator drain
system causing water to puddle and stagnate
in the belly. Usually, in this case either the
fittings or evaporator housing are leaking
inside the cabin.

The Conversion Dilemma

If your plane has an R-12 system, does the
benefit exceed the cost of converting to R134 using one of the conversion kits available
for either the Malibu and Mirage? Ten years
ago, folks were saying that by the year 2000,
R-12 would be scarce, but today I can buy
the product easily, even in my tiny town in the
middle of nowhere. Granted, the price has risen
cont.

Note from the President
by Richard Bynum

Saving Lives

Like it or not, our flying skills accumulate rust
faster than our planes do. The tried and true
rust preventative method is training. This is a
way of saying that minimal training is no longer
an option.

Richard Bynum
Richard and his wife, Carol, live
in San Antonio, Texas, where the
next fiesta is never more than a
week away. Richard has had a
life-long fascination with flying.
Upon graduation from college, he
attempted to the join the Navy and
Air Force as a pilot. Vision worse
than the required uncorrected
20/20 eliminated that approach
to flying. The opportunity to fly
was finally realized in the early
1980s. After owning an Archer, an
Arrow, a Sklylane, a T-210, and a
P-210, Richard arrived at his first
Malibu. Now on his second Malibu,
and with over 1500 hours in the
PA46, the fascination with flying
continues. After selling a heart
pacemaker distributorship six years
ago, Richard stays busy flying his
Malibu as well as a friend’s PC-12.

Would more or better training have saved
lives during the recent string of fatal crashes?
Nobody can know, but I am quite certain that
the results of more training would, at the very
least, not have led to more fatal crashes. This
reminds me of an old joke in which a doting
nurse tries to give chicken soup to a patient,
when a doctor comes in and says, “Nurse, I’m
sorry to say that the patient is dead. I don’t
think the chicken soup will do much good.” To
which the nurse replies, “But what can it hurt?”
Or as a famous basketball coach used to say,
“If we practice hard and play hard, we may win.”
The serious point is that while we might not be
able to quantify the benefits of more training,
there is an obvious intuitive sense that more is
better. Given the recent track record, we need
to seriously reconsider our training efforts.

Rembrandt

Is this painting too bleak a picture? No, I think
this is a reality check of the highest order. As
a group, we can still control our destiny. If
this tragic rate of fatal crashes continues, the
insurance carriers will take actions beyond
the rate increases that are already getting
attention.
A suggestion to solve this immediate problem:
make a commitment to a training program, a
real program, with timelines and goals. Many

of us view annual training as something to
endure, a chore to be completed as quickly
and as cheaply as possible. I know that to be
the case, for I was a former sinner. But alas,
I have seen the light, and yes, I got scared. I
now train three times a year. Perhaps this is an
overreaction, but I think not.

Details Details

Who, when, where, at what cost and how often
may seem like too many issues to resolve. But
the “who” part of the equation is perhaps most
critical. Some of the big name training programs
are the best that money can buy if the instructor
is good. As PA46 drivers, we are also blessed
with wonderful independent instructors available
to us. Design your own training program to fit
your needs and goals. Why not include the
Malibu/Mirage Safety Foundation program as
part of your training regime? Consider using a
simulator-training program to complement time
spent training in the airplane.

Look in the Mirror

Assess your needs. Do you need to improve
partial panel skills, radar interpretation,
situational awareness, power settings, launch
decisions, or any number of other components
that go into the flying challenge? Please take
a few minutes to give this suggestion some
thought. At a minimum, the seemingly neverending problems with our power plants should
be a good reminder that you must be up on
emergency procedures at all times. This is not
a game.
Train well. We do not need to lose any more
friends.

Malibu Maitenance

(continued)

dramatically, and I now pay around $35.00 per
pound for the stuff. Your shop may even charge
you as much as $50.00 per pound. Even so,
does conversion make economic sense? (I
am not qualified to make statements about
the comparative environmental impact of
the two refrigerants, but I can say that the
recommended handling procedures for the
two are the same.) Let’s do the math.
A Conversion Air kit from API currently lists
for $3495.00. The manufacturer suggests a
labor allowance of 20 to 40 hours to install
the kit. For the sake of argument, let us
assume that your crackerjack mechanic
claims to be able to complete the job in 20
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hours. At a shop rate of $50.00/hour, you will
pay $1000.00 for installation, bringing the
installed price to $4495.00, not including
sales tax or freight.
The PA46 system only holds 2.5 lbs, so even
if you had to replace all 2.5 lbs once per year,
you could buy enough R-12 do this for $125.00
per year. (With an R-134 system, you can still
expect to have to add refrigerant occasionally
but for the purpose of my demonstration,
assume R-134 is free). You could replace all
your R-12 every year for around 36 years before
you made up your cost in R-12 savings.
But say your existing R-12 system is so

worn out that practically everything must be
replaced. Is conversion a good idea in that
case? You can replace your compressor,
hoses, expansion valves, and pressure
switches for around $2600.00 (including 8
hours labor). To convert to a new R-134 system
you would still need an additional $1895.00,
enough to replace all your R-12 once a year
for around 15 years.
The price of R-12 has stabilized in my area,
with no increase seen in the last two years. If
the price ever increases dramatically, I will have
to reconsider. But right now, though, I would
repair the leaks, and wait until R-12 is no longer
available before doing a conversion.

Coats Corner
The STC Process

by David Coats, MD

David Coats, MD
David’s first dream in his youth was
to be a Naval Aviator, but lack of
20/20 uncorrected vision precluded
the normal approach to that goal.
Since Annapolis was out, David
became a physician in pursuit of
his dream of flying. Taught by his
Dad, a flight instructor in the Navy,
David went on to fire patrol and
crop dusting to satisfy the flying
urge. He then made it to medical
school, followed by a residency in
radiology in the US Army. David
served in Vietnam as a flight
surgeon and a radiologist. After
entering private practice in Tyler,
Texas, where he currently lives
with his wife Emily, he traded his
Cessna 180 for a Twin Comanche,
earned his ATP, and then moved up
to the Malibu. He bought 4388M
in 1987, spruced her up to become
Queen of the Fleet in 1991, and
has kept her in mint condition ever
since.

SB 1103 was enough to get most of us upset.
But to demonstrate how far we have fallen,
that now seems almost like an inconvenience
after receiving word of AD 552. We now have
two major crises to address, and more than
180 airplanes sitting idle and useless on the
ground. All of the factors surrounding these
issues gave me pause, and after some
thought, I would like MMOPA members to
consider the plea that follows.
Previous articles in this column covered the
development of FADEC, Aerox’s latest small
oxygen bottle, and Hartzell’s work on the three
blade composite prop. Multiple vendors are
supporting our aircraft, working hard to bring
a variety of excellent products and services
to market for our PA-46, to enhance reliability
and safety. However, vendors are faced with
an enormous burden by the FAA process for
STC approval.
In the past two years, I have been involved
in projects, soon to be completed I hope,
that offer a real enhancement to our aircraft.
But I must say that that the FAA is far from
customer-friendly on these issues. Mr. Braly,
of GAMI fame, expressed his frustration well
at our convention in Kansas City a couple of
years ago when he said, “if any of you have
any influence with ‘Congress Critters’, please
use it” to reduce the regulatory burden.
So how does the latest SB and AD relate
to the STC process? One of the biggest
impediments to safety is the FAA’s bureaucratic
“footdragging” and lack of any common sense
in the SB, AD, and STC processes. True,
FAA is not the only problem. Piper has not
demonstrated itself to be the best company in
the world in terms of solving many of our safety
and mechanical problems. Nor can MMOPA
wave a magic wand and make these issues
go away. The legal system has been no help.
But the bottom line is that as individual owners,
we are paying a higher price than is necessary
for the privilege of owning and operating our
aircraft due to unreasonable FAA processes
and procedures.
So, my plea is to reiterate Mr. Braly’s. I invite
any member to contact me for specific
details, and suggestions on how to contact
your representative. If you have any additional
ideas on how MMOPA can expedite to market
the many enhancements that are ready but not

yet approved, please call me, email me, or fax
me your ideas. Surely, out of our membership,
with our enormous pool of talent, we should be
able to come up with some improvements.
Here is a limited set of problems, and their
status, that beg for a way to remove the
bureaucratic impediments to approval.
1. Oxygen bottle from Aerox
Approved (the only one solved so far)
2. Three blade Composite Prop from
Hartzell for the Malibus
Pending over a year now, yet it is the
identical prop on the Mirage
3. Engine Mount Mods
Who knows where this stands, since
availability of the new mounts is uncertain;
discussion with Piper has yielded no
response other than reference to the
current fix, which is questionable
4. Second vacuum pump

Finally, here is a simple list of parts with prices
that are protected, and therefore artificially
high, due to a combination of Piper’s contract
policies with vendors, and the tacit support of
the FAA, which seeks to prevent non-OEM part
replacements or suitable repair:
Gas caps, seat and door lifters (gas
charged), hydraulic components of the
Parker-Hannifin and of the Gar-Kenyon
systems, simple plastic switches, all of the
engine monitoring instruments (particularly
the late model Mirages), stall warning
systems (again, the newer the aircraft, it
seems the more expensive and less reliable
the parts), fuel sending sensors, and fan
motors for the environmental control
systems.

One item reasonably priced from Piper is
the down-assist spring for the nose gear.
This part should be changed about every
two years. When I initially replaced mine, I
was convinced that Piper had misplaced the
decimal point to the left by one position. The
price is around $30.00.
Let us all think about some solutions to these
issues, and contact me with any ideas you
want to discuss.
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Turbine Times

by Cody Ramsey

Cody Ramsey
Cody, who has been flying since
1981, has amassed over 5,500
hours in general aviation aircraft,
with approximately one third of
that time in turbine airplanes. He
currently holds an ATP, CFII-MEI,
and has taught at both EmbryRiddle Aeronautical University and
FlightSafety International. While at
FlightSaferty, Cody taught in the
Cessna 400/500 series as well as in
various Beechcraft King Air models,
affording him ample opportunity to
become intimately familiar with the
systems and power plants found in
today’s high performance aircraft.
Cody later formed, with the help of
his friend and business partner, Ted
Lamb, an aircraft sales company,
Arizona Aircraft, Inc., based in
Prescott, AZ. The company, in
business since 1996, specializes in
the sale of late model aircraft, with
its primary focus being the Malibu
Mirage.
With over 800 hours logged in both
the piston and turbine versions
of the Malibu, Cody hopes that
his experience might be of use
to other Malibu pilots. He can
be reached at (928) 775-3832 or
cody@azaircraft.com.

As evidenced by the 200-plus JetProps and
Meridians flying today, there seems to be
no shortage of folks aspiring to the turbine
version of our beloved Malibu airplanes. On
the horizon is another contender that will employ
the Walter turboprop engine as an option for
the Malibu airframe. The folks at “Turbine
Design” (www.turbinedesign.com; 386-7364321) indicate that their turbine Malibu should
have its FAA certification by the fourth quarter
of this year. With all the activity in the turboprop
Malibu market, we thought that aspiring turbine
Malibu drivers would like to see all the options
in one article.

JetProp

The first company on the scene with a turbine
version of the Malibu was JetProp LLC
(www.jetprop.com; 509-535-4401) based in
Spokane, Washington. In 1998 they received
FAA certification for the JetProp DLX, a turbine
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conversion for both the Malibu and Mirage
airframes. This airplane, which offered the
reliable Pratt and Whitney PT6A-34 engine
rated at 560 horsepower, boasted a 1,100plus nautical mile range with IFR reserves,
a 3,000 fpm initial climb rate and a 260 knot
cruise speed. As of this writing, there are 100
JetProp DLX airplanes in production with a new
version arriving this month using the PT6A-35
engine. This engine upgrade will allow for an
additional 5000’ in critical altitude (14,000’ to
19,000’), a 15 knot increase in cruise speed
and approximately 50 NM of additional range.
Interestingly, the specific fuel consumption on
the new engine at cruise is less than the original
engine (.569 vs .621). Additionally, the aircraft
will come equipped with the new “space age
look” Moritz combination digital/analog gauge
package. Rumors also circulate about a 218
pound gross weight increase in the near future
for the JetProp.
On the subject of cost; JetProp LLC will convert
your existing Malibu or Mirage for $599,000
(less if you choose not to have all the options
) and will take about 12 weeks to complete
the makeover. If you really want to make a
showpiece out of your new conversion, you
can always add avionics as desired. A new
JetProp DLX can range in finished price from
$750,000 up to $1,450,000 depending on what
year model Malibu you start with and how you
choose to option the finished product.
A couple of footnotes to the JetProp
conversions: first, all existing JetProp DLX
aircraft are eligible for the –35 upgrade and will
be modernized to new status again. Cost will be
dependant on your engine time and condition.
Additionally, this will allow for a secondary
conversion market utilizing a used –34 engine
at a greatly reduced price (specific to the engine
selected). Second, as of this writing JetProp
LLC will not certify a JetProp DLX with the
S-TEC autopilot, which came standard in the
2000–2002 Mirages. So, as a few folks have
already done, plan on replacing the S-TEC with
the KFC-225 autopilot.

Meridian

The New Piper Aircraft (www.newpiper.com)
was the next to grace the market in 2000
with a Turbine version of the Malibu called the
Meridian. The Meridian, which uses the Pratt
and Whitney PT6A-42 rated at 500 horsepower,
has a 1,018 nautical mile range with IFR
reserves, a 1,739 fpm initial climb rate and a
262 knot cruise speed. New Piper’s success
with the Meridian is punctuated with over 100
Meridians in the fleet and more to come. One
of the factory new aircraft’s strong suits is the

“Glass Panel” technology offered by Meggitt
Electronics and Garmin Electronics. The panel
appearance is something most jet operators
would be envious to fly. Further, the fit and finish
of the airplane is fantastic. Couple this with the
host of system changes unique to the Meridian
and you’re left with a pilot-friendly airplane that
is sure to please.
The typical Meridian on the used market
can range from $1,200,000-$1,550,000, with
the suggested retail on a new 2002 topping
$1,750,000. There is also talk of a pending
gross weight increase (or at least an increase
in useful load) to the Meridian, which would take
it to the next level in utility and market.

Turbine Design

The most recent addition for the turbine Malibu
enthusiast is from Turbine Design. As mentioned
above, the company expects to have its STC by
the fourth quarter of this year. While there is still
room for change to the ultimate performance
numbers and configuration, here are some
rough parameters offered by Douglas Karlsen
from Turbine Design: The airplane (Malibu or
Mirage) will be powered by the Walter 601-E
series engine with an expected rating of 550
HP. The prototype airplane has achieved a
speed of 230 knots at 25,000’ (observed
speed not corrected to standard day), routinely
climbs at 2,000 fpm and should have a range
approaching 1,000 NM with IFR reserves. The
big “claim-to-fame” with this airplane will be
the initial conversion cost, estimated to be
only $350,000. Further enhancing the Walter
powerplant’s claim to economic fame is the
no “hot section inspection” requirement for
the engine at mid-life. (The Meridian requires
the inspection at mid life and the JetProp is
“on condition”, meaning that if there are no
exceedances on the trend monitor that warrant
inspection, then no inspection is required.) Also,
the overhaul cost at the engines’ TBO of 3,000
hours is expected to be only $60,000.
The Turbine Design airplane (currently carrying
the moniker of “Maxima”) will probably emerge
as the “budget minded” approach to the turbine
market. The Walter engines are less expensive
to acquire and overhaul but are also far less
proven in the U.S. market, both in terms of
service and support. With time, this airframe/
engine combination may prove to be as big a
hit with consumers as its predecessors.
These are the current choices for the aspiring
turbine Malibu pilot. Each offers its own host of
advantages and options. Tailor one to fit your
budget and needs and I’ll promise you will not
regret the move to turbine flight.

Socata - corporate ad

Malibu Trivia Q & A
by Mary Bryant

Questions
Mary Bryant
Mary has been a pilot for over twenty-five
years and has instructed in the Malibu since
1988 when she worked for the Piper Training
Center. Subsequently, she was Eastern
Region Sales Director and Malibu Mirage
demonstration pilot for Piper Aircraft. Mary
was also co-founder and owner of Attitudes
International, Inc., The New Piper Aircraft’s
exclusively approved training school for
Malibus, from 1991-1998.
Mary currently provides Malibu-Mirage and
JetProp training through Eclipse International,
Inc. in St. Petersburg, Florida. Mary holds
ATP, CFII, and MEI certificates, and is type
rated in the Cessna Citation. She also has a
BA from Northwestern University and an MBA
from the University of Illinois. Mary may be
reached at 727.822.1611.

1. A pilot’s most immediate and vital concern
in the event of complete power failure after
becoming airborne on takeoff is
a.
b.
c.
d.

gaining altitude quickly
turning back to the takeoff field
landing directly into the wind
maintaining a safe airspeed

2. Stall speed
a. increases with increases in bank
angle
b. remains constant regardless of
weight
c. is the same speed regardless of bank
angle or weight
d. none of the above

FPO

3. Engine out best glide speed for the PA-46
is
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

90 KIAS
95 KIAS
100 KIAS
105 KIAS
it depends

4. What are the associated conditions
required to achieve engine out maximum
range/endurance?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

flaps up
gear up
propeller control full aft
spoilers/speed brakes off
all of the above
“b” and “d” only

5. When losing an engine at FL250, besides
turning towards an airport, “feathering”
the propeller and flying best glide speed,
what other action(s) must be taken
immediately?
6. What visible signs indicate extreme
turbulence in thunderstorms?
a. Cumulonimbus clouds, very frequent
lightning, and roll clouds
b. base of clouds near the surface, heavy
rain, and hail
c. low ceiling and visibility, hail and
precipitation static
d. lightning, roll clouds, low ceilings and
visibility, and precipitation static
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7. What minimum distance should exist
between intense radar echoes before
any attempt is made to fly between these
thunderstorms?
a.
b.
c.
d.

10 miles
20 miles
30 miles
40 miles

8. When attempting to penetrate a line of
storms with radar, you are flying toward
what is displayed as a thin line, or band,
of precipitation. The shape of the target is
like a crescent with the horns of the crescent
pointed away from you. There is a perfectly
clear area behind it. This is a good choice
for penetrating the line of storms. True or
False?
9. Maximum structural cruising speed is the
maximum speed at which an airplane can
be operated during
a.
b.
c.
d.

operations with gear extended
abrupt maneuvers
normal operations
flight in smooth air

10. Which airspeed limitation is the maximum
speed with which full or abrupt control
movements may be used?
a.
b.
c.
d.

never exceed speed
maximum structural cruising speed
power off stall speed
maneuvering speed

11. Which procedure should be used when
penetrating turbulent air?
a. set power for maneuvering speed and
maintain constant airspeed with pitch
control
b. set power for maneuvering speed and
maintain a level flight attitude
c. reduce airspeed to maneuvering speed
and maintain altitude with power control
and airspeed with pitch control
d. reduce airspeed to maneuvering speed
and maintain airspeed with power
control and altitude with pitch control
12. What is MSA?
a.
b.
c.
d.

Mississauga International Airport
minimum sector altitude
minimum safe altitude
maneuvering speed at altitude (above
FL180)

13. En route at FL270, the altimeter is set
correctly. On descent, the pilot fails to
reset it to a local altimeter setting of 30.32.
If the field elevation is 1,300 feet and the
altimeter is functioning properly, what will
the altimeter indicate after landing?
a.
b.
c.
d.

1,700 feet
900 feet
400 feet
sea level

14. When flying an approach to an airport that
has only GPS approaches and weather
requires filing an alternate, an alternate
airport which only has GPS approaches
may be used for the alternate. True or
False?
15. When is a pilot on an IFR flight plan
responsible for avoiding other aircraft?
a. at all times when not in radar contact
with ATC
b. when weather conditions permit,
regardless of whether operating IFR or
VFR
c. only when advised by ATC
d. during takeoff and landing and until
established on the airway if not in radar
control

Answers
1. d. Maintaining a safe airspeed.
2. a. Stall speed increases with angle of
bank. For example, the performance
charts for a Mirage indicate that stall speed
increases from 69 KIAS to 83 KIAS (22%)
when comparing straight and level flight to
a 45 degree bank with gear and flaps up.
At 60% bank, stall speed is approximately
100 KIAS providing little to no margin if
flying best glide speed of 90 KIAS in an
engine out situation. This illustrates one
of the hazards of attempting to return to an
airport after engine loss immediately after
takeoff at low altitude.
3. e. The only number provided in the
POH’s for the PA-46-310P, the PA-46-350P
and the JetProp is a best glide speed of
90 KIAS. However, the answer is really
“e”, it depends. Best glide speed for an
aircraft varies with weight. The lighter the

aircraft, the slower the best glide speed.
For example, the Meridian POH provides
a range of airspeeds varying with weight:
3,800 LB/95 KIAS, 4,300 LB/100 KIAS,
4,850 LB/105 KIAS.
4. e. No flaps, gear, or spoilers and propeller
control full aft all reduce drag which
increases glide distance. Over the years,
I’ve heard having the propeller control full
aft in the piston versions makes as much
as 30% difference in the glide. With full
feathering capabilities on the JetProp and
Meridian I should think it would possibly
make even more of a difference. However,
I have never seen hard data on any of these
comparisons. If anyone has the data, I
would be very interested in seeing them.
5. If the engine has quit, pressurization
will quickly be lost. Therefore, if this
occurs when flying at altitude, the pilot
must immediately decide to don oxygen
or to make an emergency descent.
Obviously, gliding distance will be
reduced dramatically from what is shown
in the performance charts if an emergency
descent is elected. This may still be the
preferred option if oxygen is not available
or too difficult to don for any reason, or if
the situation occurs near an airport. Useful
consciousness at FL250 is less than 5
minutes for most people, so one of the
two actions must be initiated immediately
if pressurization is lost.
6. a. Hazardous turbulence is present
in all thunderstorms (thunderstorms
are cumulonimbus clouds). A low level
turbulent area is the shear zone between
the plow wind and surrounding air. Often a
“roll cloud” on the leading edge of a storm
marks the eddies in the shear. The roll
cloud is most prevalent with cold frontal
or squall line thunderstorms and signifies
extreme turbulent zones. Lightning always
signifies a thunderstorm.
7. d. Conventional wisdom dictates that
a distance of at least 20 miles from
thunderstorms should be maintained.
Therefore, to maintain this distance when
flying between thunderstorms, at least 40
miles separation should exists before an
attempt is made to fly between them.
8. False! What is described here is a radar
shadow. The ultimate radar rule is never,
for any reason, continue flight towards a

radar shadow. Radar can only penetrate
so far into an area of moisture. The heavier
the rain and hail, the less distance it can
penetrate and the closer the “clear” area
will appear. Check to see if you can
receive returns from ground objects in the
background of the clear area. If not, the
storm is “shadowing” the ground objects
and is very intense and must be avoided.
9. c. Normal operations. Vno is the top of the
green arch on the airspeed indicator.
10. d. Maneuvering speed. Maneuvering
speed varies with weight. The lighter the
aircraft, the lower the maneuvering speed.
Check you POH for the maneuvering
speed for you specific PA-46. Most are in
the range of 100-133 KIAS with the higher
airspeed being associated with max gross
weight.
11. b. Establish the power setting for the
reduced turbulence penetration airspeed
recommended in the aircraft flight manual.
Reduced airspeed lessens the structural
stresses on the aircraft. Keep the wings
level but do not chase altitude or airspeed.
Report the turbulence to ATC and request
a block altitude so that altitude variations
will be expected. Make sure altitude hold
on the autopilot is turned off.
12. b. For emergency use, minimum sector
altitude provides 1,000 ft. of obstacle
clearance within a 25 NM radius of the
navigation station on which it is based. It
does not guarantee acceptable navigation
signals.
13. b. 900 feet. Above FL180 the altimeter
is set to 29.92” Hg. Upon descent the
altimeter should have been set to 30.32”
Hg. The difference is .40” or 400 feet
lower than the 1,300 feet airport elevation
or 900 feet. Needless to say, this can have
a huge impact when approaching to land,
especially in instrument conditions.
14. False. The alternate must have some type
of approach other than a GPS approach.
This provides backup should a failure in the
GPS equipment or system occur.
15. b.
Some questions in this month’s column
are taken from former FAA instrument and
commercial written exams.
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Views from a JetProp

The Numbers
by Robert Conrad

Robert Conrad
Bob was told he could never be a pilot during
a long bout through the 70’s with Meinere’s
Syndrome, an inner ear disease. He received
his pilot license in 1983 after a successful
operation. He is a CFII and enjoys teaching.
He owns a Decathelon and takes pleasure
in light aerobatics. He also stays busy
developing and maintaining web pages for
charities and flying for AirLifeLineMidwest.
Bob graduated from the University of
Detroit in 1962 with a degree in Electrical
Engineering. He then joined his father’s
Motorola Two-Way Radio business, which
eventually grew to over 160 employees
in the two-way radio, cellular, paging,
SMR, manufacturing and radio broadcast
industries. In 1990, his company took over
airport management and FBO operations,
including a maintenance and avionics shop,
at the Butler County Regional Airport in
Hamilton, Ohio (HAO). In 1999, Bob decided
to take an early retirement and turn the
business over to his children and employees.
You can visit his web site at:
www.turbopropsingles.org

I invite you to take a ride in my JetProp, from Vero
Beach, Florida to Hilton Head, South Carolina. The
Shadin Trend Monitor recorded the data listed
below. The unit automatically records specific
parameters during take-off and landing, plus any
event that exceeds a pre-set limit. For example, if
torque exceeds 1337 ft-lbs or ITT exceeds 7900, the
Shadin will record the magnitude and duration
of the event.
The Shadin also automatically logs every 30
minutes the data needed for engine trend
monitoring. These data are recorded on a
“memory key” that is removed from the airplane
and downloaded to a computer. The data are
then e-mailed to a trend analysis service that
monitors the condition of the engine. The unit
also has a manual record button that records all
the data listed in the chart below. I pushed the
record button at the times logged below to create
a profile of the flight.
The data were loaded into Excel, where the “Event
Time” and “Climb” columns were calculated. You
can see where ATC leveled me twice on the climb,
first at 10,000' and then again at 11,000', each
time for approximately 3 minutes.
Normal climb is 140 KIAS. I lowered the nose at
15,000' when the airspeed dropped to 134 knots
and the 7400C ITT temperature limit was reached.

At this point, ITT temperature was limiting the
maximum allowed torque. I brought the airspeed
up to 141 knots and reduced the rate of climb
by about 200’ft/min. At 20,000 feet, I normally let
the IAS start dropping to 130 KIAS, which helps
maintain a good rate of climb.
Leveling off at FL260, I did not touch the power
setting and ran the engine at maximum ITT for
about 4 minutes. TAS climbed from 204 knots
to 256 knots, with a fuel flow of 34.3 GPH and
887 ft-lb torque. I personally prefer not to run the
engine at maximum ITT temperature, so I bring
the torque back to 800 ft-lbs for cruise. The TAS
dropped to 244 knots, ITT temperature to 6790C
and the fuel burn to 31.3 GPH, while developing
a cool 320 SHP. This equates to a 7.5% increase
in range and adds about 5 minutes/hour to the
flight time. Best range is at 600 ft-lbs torque.
The descent should last 2 to 4 times longer than
the climb. Descending at 1,000'/min through
FL200, the TAS is near the max of 172 KIAS,
and the fuel burn is 25.6 GPH. By coincidence,
the cruise fuel flow in all configurations is close to
the average fuel flow for the entire flight. I prefer
to hold the IAS near 140 knots at lower altitudes,
and passengers also seem to appreciate the
smoother ride.
Hope you enjoyed the trip. See you in Tucson.
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12th Annual
MMOPA Convention
by the MMOPA Staff

Under the crisp blue skies of southern Arizona, pilots from
across the country, and from around the world, came together
for the 12th annual convention of the Malibu Mirage Owners
and Pilots Association. Other than a badly timed windstorm
during airport day, resulting in some sandy chicken and ribs,
the weather gods cooperated fully with the mass arrival of 114
Malibus, Mirages, JetProps, TBM700s and PC12s. Along for
the ride were 415 registered participants and a full complement
of vendors, making this gathering once again a major aviation
event. Pilots from Europe, Canada and Australia complemented
the mix of PA-46 drivers from across the country.
MMOPA President Richard Bynum opened the meeting by
introducing the Board, including Mark Swatek, whose title of
“past” President he envied greatly, David Coats, Treasurer
Mona Rathmel, Vice President and Ombudsman Doug Leet,
and Academic Chairman Jim Yankaskas. Bynum gave a hearty
welcome to 48 new members who joined our convention for
the first time.
Magic carpet ride
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Bynum also remarked on the tremendous knowledge about
the PA-46 sitting in the room, and specifically pointed to
John Mariani, instructor extraordinaire and one of the original
engineers of the airplane. He singled out the incredible

talent of instructors Tom Deutch, Mary Bryant and Ron Cox,
and representatives from Simcom and Flight Safety. Kevin
Mead of course needed no mention at all, but Richard could
not resist. He next noted the experience and wisdom of the
“civilian” population, including Michael Hermann, who has flown
virtually every type of PA-46 and now drives a Cessna jet, Larry
Lee and Jeff Greenberg, just to name a few.
Following these remarks, Bynum emphasized that the purpose
of the convention, as always, was to promote safety. The annual
gathering is a venue for information exchange, education and
entertainment, but all with the idea of enhancing our safety
record. Richard also noted that the convention is a good place
to get to common ground as we try to solve serious issues with
our power plants.
Bill Alberts followed with an overview of the convention logistics,
reminding people that the cost to members is greatly reduced
because of the generous support of our sponsors. The actual
cost per person for the convention is $749, but the amount
charged is only $425. The difference is made up entirely of
contributions from vendors and sponsors. We reached another
milestone this year in that, for the first time, every Piper distributor
in the United States became a sponsor.

The Boneyard

Jim Yankaskas reviewed the academic program, noting that
we continue the tradition of organizing the activities around a
central theme. Past programs included an emphasis on engine
out procedures, radar, engine management, cockpit resource
management, and avionics.
This year the academic programs focused on operation and
maintenance of both piston and turbine engines, a safety
review built around the evaluation of actual events, practical
maintenance tips for our airplanes, Boeing flight testing, MMOPA
as our advocate, airport signs and lighting, vision and safety,
AE2A engine issues and the ever-important pilot-to-pilot
sessions. In introducing the 10th Annual Hyman Memorial
Lecture, Yankaskas also gave a concise history of the lecture,
and a short biography of Jim Hyman, and his work to get the
PA-46 back in the air after its fleet-wide grounding.

More power than all the bombs dropped in WWII

Quality Powered 2002

Chuck Suma was well received at the MMOPA 2002 Meeting
this year. Bynum introduction Mr. Suma and noted that he was
about to become a grandfather for the first time in a few hours
or days. Suma reported on the condition of Piper, noting the
company’s strong growth from 1995 to 2001, during which
revenues increased from $70 million to $269 million, and
unit production increased from 165 to 466 planes. In 2001,
Piper experienced a drop of almost $100 million in revenue,
and produced only 315 airplanes. After 9/11, the number of
employees dropped from 1500 to 1000.
Piper retrenched, and implemented Flight Plan 2005. Suma
stated that during the slowdown, Piper must be bold, act soon,
and move fast, with this 12-point plan: evaluate employees,
expand into new businesses, get out of the bunker, overhaul
the debt structure, get closer to customers (the PULSE program
detailed last year), streamline the supply chain, lower the
breakeven point, focus on new ideas to enhance and market
products, keep investing in information technology, overhaul
the budget process to be real-time versus quarterly, keep
better track of early warning signs, and keep communicating.
In addition, Piper is implementing a factory of the future, using

Titan Mission Control
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a continuous flow line, which eliminates inefficient storage of
materials and reduces material cycle times from 10 days to
two (in and out of the factory). All models are now built on the
same factory line in a modern and clean setting.
Flight Plan 2005 is being implemented despite the challenges
of 2002, of which there is no shortage: a slowing economy,
liability insurance (a 75% increase in premiums), TSA’s impact
on general aviation, and Lycoming SBs 550, 522, and 553.
Mr. Suma ended by stating that Piper is strong and will remain
so, even in down times. The company will continue to build
the entire product line from Warrior to Meridians, and will
continue to invest in its most important asset, its employees.
Piper expects to produce a total number of airplanes in the
low 300s in 2003.
Leader of the pack

Fred Hyman Memorial Lecture

Jim Yankaskas introduced the Hyman Memorial Lecture by
reviewing Mr. Hyman’s contributions to MMOPA and our fleet.
Fred Hyman was an Alaskan bush pilot who earned a Ph.D. in
Biological Psychology in 1986 and became a human factors
specialist for the NTSB in 1988. The initial investigation of PA46 in-flight break-ups that grounded the fleet focused on the
integrity of the airframe. During a 1991 meeting of MMOPA
representatives and the NTSB, pilot proficiency was questioned,
and Fred Hyman was recruited to investigate. He assessed the
experience and training of all involved pilots and set the stage
for the enhanced training requirements that we now enjoy. The
airframe was proven to meet all design standards, the AD that
grounded all PA-46’s was lifted, and the frequency of such
failures decreased dramatically. Hyman returned early from
a vacation with his wife to present these results at the 1992
MMOPA Convention in Santa Fe. His pancreatic cancer became
apparent several months later and he died before the next year’s
convention, at age 53. MMOPA named this highlight of the
convention to honor Hyman, to recognize his contributions to
MMOPA, and to further his efforts to enhance flight safety.
Sold!

Tom Deutsch, a highly experienced pilot and well-known PA-46
instructor, described the rationale, techniques, and benefits of
flying “by the numbers”. This important practice has been used
by the airlines and by many general aviation pilots for decades.
The pilot defines and uses pre-determined power, pitch and
aircraft configuration (gear and flap positions) settings for
each phase of flight. These standards reduce pilot workload,
enhance safety and performance, and facilitate recognition
and correction of both minor and major problems. Deutsch’s
primary examples were the transition from cruise through
descent and instrument or visual approaches to landing. These
principles are adaptable to all aircraft types and models. He
gave similar examples for the Meridian, and provided a template
for use in your own aircraft. MMOPA will provide this form to
members through its website. Similar procedures can easily be
developed for emergencies and for in-flight distractions, like the
common request to “keep your speed up to the outer marker”.
The presentation was a fitting tribute to Fred Hyman.

PA-46 Safety Review

... needs no introduction

The Malibu/Mirage Safety Review was presented by Jim
Yankaskas, a CFII with more than 6,000 hours flight time.
His credentials include a B.S. from M.I.T. in Aeronautics and
Astronautics. He worked as an engineer for Sikorsky Aircraft in
human factors, crash survivability, and cockpit design.
Yankaskas reviewed the PA-46 accident statistics for two
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intervals: 1992 to 2002 and October 2001 to September 2002.
He presented summary data for the two periods, as well as
detailed reviews based on the NTSB preliminary accident
reports for six accidents from the past year. Although pilot
error has historically been a major factor in PA-46 accidents,
the past year has differed since five (50%) of the ten accidents
were attributed to mechanical causes, four to pilot error, and
one to ATC. Yankaskas concluded that the accident rate was
high during the period studied, mechanical problems have had
a growing impact, and increased attention to procedures and
personal flight standards could have improved the accident
rate, and the outcomes, in several of the accidents.

Lycoming Crankshaft SBs

Mike Wolfe, President and CEO of Lycoming and Chief Engineer
Rick Moffett reviewed the recent spate of TIO 540 AE2A engine
problems. Moffett gave an excellent technical overview of the
crankshaft issue and Lycoming’s corrective program. The root
cause of the latest difficulty is related to overheating in the
fabrication process, resulting in an irregular grain boundary
condition, producing potential points of failure. These defects
are located below the crankshaft’s surface, which partially
explains the failure of QC to detect the problem earlier.

Mead trying to sell a used exhaust elbow

Lycoming contracted with 10 separate analytical labs to
assist them in problem evaluation. This process discovered
embrittlement in the affected crankshafts when compared
to older forgings. Unexpectedly, this grain boundary film or
precipitate had not been removed during subsequent heat
treatments for grain reductions. Lycoming now has in place
a process to determine the presence of this “honeycombing”,
which is the hallmark of the abnormality.
Corrective actions to ensure the quality of new crankshafts
include switching to new press forgings (replacing hammering)
and using an induction heating process (instead of gas chamber
heating) that eliminates potential for overheating. Each new
crankshaft will undergo a scanning electron microscopy test.
To comply with SB553, six samples will be obtained from the
crankshaft flange by Lycoming technicians and submitted for
analyses. This will generally be a three-day process. Defective
parts will be replaced with new components that were produced
as described above.

JetProp display

Mike Wolfe summarized Lycoming’s position by stating that
the company knows the root cause of the problem, and that
Lycoming will take the necessary corrective actions. However,
they do not have the replacement crankshafts on hand, and
manufacturing the new parts will take some time. Lycoming
will provide alternative transportation, and will provide aid in the
form of flat rate payments as well as remote hangar fees. Details
are provided on Textron/Lycoming web site. In addition, Piper
announced that weekly updates on SB 552 and SB 553 will be
made available to affected members via e-mail or fax. Affected
members should send their names and contact information,
plus their aircraft serial numbers and registration (“tail”) numbers
to Janice Beam at Piper at Janice.beam@newpiper.com; or call
her at 877-879-0275, x 2900.

Flight Testing – Lessons from Boeing

John Armstrong presented an entertaining description of
flight-testing programs for transport category Boeing airlines.
Armstrong was in ROTC at Washington State University and
entered the Air Force immediately after graduation. After 5 years
as a B-47 pilot he joined Boeing, expecting a 6-month stint to

Wining and dining with an Adam Aircraft Carbon Aero mockup
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complete testing on Boeing 707s currently on order. He never
left, and that early stint evolved into his 40-year test pilot career.
He advanced from production to development flight testing,
was involved in all the “B-7x7” aircraft, and led the Boeing 757
development. He noted that test pilots meet proficiency and
training requirements comparable to airline pilots, and must
retire at age 60 years.

A happy TBM 700 owner

Armstrong began by describing how flight-testing evolved from
the “design, build, try to fly, then refine” practices of the early
20th century to the highly-technical and computer- driven design
and test programs of today. For example, the Boeing 757 was
designed with computers, and flown by computer simulators
for more than 5 years before the first actual flight. Flight-testing
and certification entailed more than 25,000 flight hours in five
B-757 and four B-767 airplanes. Computers record abundant
data (more than 10 billion bits in a single two hour test flight),
perform some in-flight analysis, and recommend additional
tests that speed the evaluation process. Compared with the
“old days”, there are now very few surprises.
On the ground, extensive wear cycle and strength tests confirm
that designs goals are met. This description was supplemented
by a video that featured Armstrong and former Boeing Chief Test
Pilot Lou Wallick. Armstrong next showed a video that described
flight-testing the 757 during operations and emergencies at
Lhasa, Tibet. In the question session, we learned that while
Armstrong has done no aerobatics in Boeing airliners, his
colleague Tex Johnson lost his license for some time after his
highly publicized roll in a Boeing 707.

Turbine Engine Operations and Performance

“My plane is faster than yours”

Ron Cox reviewed the structure, function and operations of the
PT6A-34 and PT6A-42A engines. For us piston pounders, the
lecture gave a good overview of how these amazing engines
work, leading most of us to covet one even more than before. For
those wanting more detail, Ron’s article in the MMOPA magazine
earlier this year is a good place to start. Pratt and Whitney Canada
(PWC) offers PT6 pilot and mechanic courses at their Montreal
facility twice per year, both free of registration costs. Several
members endorsed the quality and value of these sessions.

Piston Engine Operations and Performance

The convention setting was magnificent

George Braly, co-founder and Chief Engineer of General Aviation
Modifications, Inc. (GAMI) presented a highly informative and
interactive seminar on piston engines and performance. George
majored in Aerospace Engineering at Brown University and
worked for Ted Smith Aircraft before starting GAMI in 1993.
He began by stimulating the audience to think about high
performance turbocharged aircraft piston engines. He took
us thorough power, fuel consumption and leaning technique
tables for 7 engines, including the Curtis Wright 3350 in the
DC-7, the TIO 550 in the Bonanza, and the TIO 540 in the Malibu/
Mirage. The engines operating lean of peak (LOP) exhaust gas
temperature (EGT) (including the CW 3350) produced much
higher power per gallon of fuel consumed. He emphasized
the importance of this by recounting that a CW3350 operated
rich of peak (ROP) would be destroyed in a single trans-Atlantic
flight. He described the reasons for this using cylinder pressure
and temperature recordings during engine compression and
combustion cycles. ROP operations generate higher and earlier
peak cylinder pressures during the power stroke, and transfer
more heat to the cylinder head and valves. LOP operations
delay the peak pressure, in effect combusting the same fuel in
a larger gas volume. The fuel burn then finishes in the exhaust
manifold, less heat is transferred to the cylinder head, and the
cont.
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valves are subject to lower pressure and temperature. Data from
1940s engineering studies confirmed these principles.
He used EGT versus mixture graphs to explain additional
leaning concepts and effects. When operating ROP, there is
excess fuel so horsepower (HP) is regulated by the mass of
air taken in. When operating LOP, there is excess air so HP is
regulated by the mass of fuel injected. This explains some of the
“bootstrapping” that we see during careful leaning of well-tuned
engines. Operations from peak EGT to about 150 degrees ROP
maximize heat transfer to the cylinder. A dramatic example
of rising CHT and falling EGT caused by pre-ignition due to a
failing spark plug documented these concepts.
George offers Advanced Pilot Seminars every other month at the
GAMI plant in Ada, OK. These run from 1900 Friday to about 1500
on Sunday. The cost is currently $1,000 per person, and includes
most meals. His knowledge and teaching skills are impressive,
and many attendees expressed an interest in enrolling.

Puma Museum dinner

Maintenance Details

While many of our discussions during the convention focused on
issues of great weight, we did not ignore the nitty-gritty issues of
practical aircraft maintenance. Starting the discussion was Doug
Leet, who reviewed proper maintenance for boots, in particular
repair of pinholes. He noted that pinholes are usually caused by
static electricity, which can be avoided with proper maintenance of
the static strip between the boots and the wing, and the static wicks.
He also noted that the boots over leading edge radar antennas in
older Malibu’s seem to be less durable. The longevity of the right
boot is not as great due to less carbon in the rubber compound. Bill
Prymak came in and gave a detailed description of proper cleaning
procedures. He claims that all you need is 1.5 hours every six weeks
to give your boots indefinite life. As proof he offered his own boots,
original to his 1984 Malibu, and still shining on. Prymak provided
a handout with detailed instructions, and information on where to
obtain the Agemaster #1 (Goodyear) and PBS Prep (Jetstream
Aviation Products) that he uses in his magic potion.
Kevin Mead next presented an overview of the infamous engine
mount problems. This issue has a history dating back all the
way to early Malibus. He believes the cause of the problem in
Malibus might be age-related fatigue, versus design or excess
towing loads in the Mirage. Kevin put up some compelling
photos with ominous cracks, along with images of the new
mounts. The new configuration strengthens one of the “feet” for
the nose gear actuator bolt by thickening the wall and eliminating
a weld joint. Time will tell if this fix does the job. Availability and
cost of the new mounts continue to be an issue, and delivery
times remain sporadic. For those with old-style mounts, the AD
still requires inspections every 100 hours. If a crack is found, the
mount must be replaced or repaired. Replacement eliminates
the mandatory 100-hour inspections.

One too many?

Dave Coats gave the group practical guidelines to maintaining
plastic windows. For those inclined to self-maintenance when
such activity is sanctioned, Dave discussed sandpaper grit,
buffing methods, and tips for working on the hot plate. He
demonstrated the possibilities of removing nicks with a series
of plastic squares that had been worked with good technique.
Combined, the speakers gave owners useful, practical guidance
for keeping these birds up and running in top condition.

Piper: M/MOPA Members 2nd Century of Flight – Dreams Fulfilled

More of the Puma Museum

Piper instructor Bob Scott and Meridian specialist Stan Reichard
presented highly polished programs that illustrated key design
cont.
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and operational features of the PA-46T Meridian. A number of
Meridian pilots in attendance verified the reports. The airplane
performs well and has sensitive aileron control, but may be harder
to slip than the Malibu or Mirage. The integrated electronic
cockpit displays provide superb flexibility and capability, but
require additional training to enjoy their full utility.

JetProp

Kitt Peak observatory

Darwin Conrad, President of JetProp, started the presentation
by stating “JetProp is never satisfied with staying where we are.
We always want to make a better product for our customers.”
Upgrades and improvements in the last year include transition
from the PT6A-34 to the PT6A-35 engine, a new metal propeller,
changes to the battery switch, and a baggage courtesy light
switch designed to prevent battery drain. The PT6 engine was
originally selected for its reliability, service, and user-friendly
forgiving characteristics. A better compressor would have
been desirable, according to Conrad, but was not available at
the time the JetProp was certified. The –35 now provides the
same desirable characteristics as the –34, but a different gearbox
provides 2,200 RPM prop speed, increases cruise speed by 12 to
15 knots, and provides full climb power to a higher altitude.
A new metal propeller replaced the former composite prop.
New Moritz gauges provide both analog and digital readouts
and now register total fuel in the tanks. (The former system only
totaled to 120 gallons). The new battery switch provides Battery
#1, Both, and Battery #2 options, and results in simplified
starting procedures. The new baggage compartment courtesy
light switch decreases the risk of a battery running down from
a sticking door switch.
Anticipated improvements include: an increase of maximum
ramp gross weight to 4518 pounds, expected early in 2003;
addition of four bladder tanks to increase fuel capacity from
151 to 172 gallons; improved fan blades for improved air
conditioning; an increase in VMO from 172 to 180 knots; and
an increase in certified altitude from 27,000 to 29,000 feet.

Chuck Suma opens the convention

Conrad concluded the presentation with statistics on the
reliability of the JetProp engine. Based on failure rates, the
engine is 50 times safer than a piston engine, and four times
safer than other turbine engines.

Pilatus PC-12

This session made clear that the PC-12 makes for happy
pilots. Recent improvements, operation characteristics, and
performance statistics were reviewed during the session. This
turboprop, the largest and most capable represented at the
convention, has a useful load adequate for long trips with
huge payloads. The most notable aspect of the airplane is its
size. It is big, and that is reflected as well in the power plant, a
PT6A-67B, giving a max cruise speed of 270 knots. The cabin
can comfortably seat 9 passengers, and the-six passenger
configuration is luxurious.

Team Piper

In spite of its hulking presence, the airplane can cruise
comfortably up to a ceiling of 30,000 feet for over 1,800 nautical
miles, land on short runways and take off with a full load with
power to spare. This airplane is a workhorse, and is the ultimate
upgrade for many pilots. PC-12 drivers are uniformly happy with
the performance and reliability of these fine airplanes. Owners
claim that the airplane exhibits the advertised “quality of a Rolex
and utility of a Swiss Army Knife.”
cont.
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Adam Aircraft

Flight Safety ad

Socata TBM 700 Upgrades and Enhancements

The session reviewing the TBM 700 was well attended by
owners, prospective owners and wishful thinkers. Socata, a
fully owned subsidiary of the European Aeronautic Defense
and Space (EADS) Company, makes the aircraft. EADS was
formed by three companies from France, Spain and Germany,
and is now the second largest aerospace company in the world,
behind Boeing Aircraft. Socata (and its earlier incarnation) has
been making airplanes since 1911, and has produced over
17,000 aircraft.
TBM program was launched in 1987 to create the world’s first
pressurized single-engine turboprop. The first flight of the A
model was in July 1988, with certification following in January
1990. The B model was certified in 1999, and included a larger
cargo door, a pilot door option, redesigned interior, and a new
oxygen system with quick donning masks. Passengers are
serviced by oxygen masks that drop from the ceiling, airline
style. This fancy oxygen system is required for the plane’s
service ceiling of 31,000 feet. At FL310 the cabin altitude is
9350 feet, with 6.2 psi differential pressurization.

Bill Alberts, just before recess

The Pratt & Whitney PT6A-64 and Hartzell 4-blade propeller
give the TBM 700 a cruise speed of 300 knots, with the engine
de-rated to 700 horsepower from 1580 HP. This engine is also
powering the newest C model, which will be out by year’s end.
The new model boasts seats that handle 20 g’s, with new
inertial-wheel seat belts, and a gross weight increase from 6578
to 7394 pounds. The beefed-up seats were required as part of
FAA certification of a stall speed moving from 61 to 65 knots.
Currently the TBM 700 fleet consists of 212 planes, with 134 in
the United States, 59 in Europe, and the remainder scattered
elsewhere. The quality of the airplane is clear, and support in
North American continues to dramatically improve. Talking to
owners makes it clear that the aircraft is a joy to own and fly. At
$2.5 million or so, the plane is expensive, but owners say that
you get your money’s worth.

Maxima Walter Turboprop Conversion

Mike Spearman and Douglas Karlson discussed the
development process, features, and status of the Maxima
turboprop conversion. The Walter M601E engine, a Russian
version of the PWC PT6, is retrofitted. Walter is located in the
Czech republic and has been manufacturing engines since
1923. The M601 has been built since the 1970s. The speakers
explained that the engine was designed to operate in the outer
reaches of Serbia, where maintenance options are severely
limited. The engine is allegedly “bullet-proof”. In contrast to the
PT6, there are no fuel injectors. Rather, a “fuel diffuser” is used.
This requires less maintenance, but increases fuel consumption
somewhat. The 750 shp engine is derated to 500 shp for the
Maxima installation. It has a 3 year, 1,000 hour warrantee, and
does not have any “hot section” inspection requirement. The
built-in Engine Limiting Unit (ELU) controls starting parameters
and prevents over temperature conditions during engine starts.
The Avia 508E propeller operates between 1750 and 2080 rpm
and is fully feathering and reversible.
The cowling is constructed from carbon fiber composite and the
nose is 19 inches longer than that of the Malibu. Four air inlets
surround the prop spinner. The upper two are ice resistant,
and the lower two have adjustable ice deflector doors. Fuel
capacity is increased to 170 gallons total by extending the wet
wing sections; a third fuel quantity sensor is added to each
wing. The wheel well fairings have been redesigned, and

Yankaskas promotes safety

Darwin explains the virtues of a Jetprop
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winglets were added to the latest model, increasing the span
by 20 inches. Design and certification should be completed
within nine months.
Speed at FL250 is estimated to be 210 to 220 knots at long
range cruise and 230 to 240 knots at high cruise, burning 30
to 38 gph. The conversion costs are estimated at $270,000 to
$375,000, depending on the engine choice, warrantee details,
and discounts. Conversion time is predicted to be 6 to 9 weeks,
depending on interior and painting requirements. The in-flight
photos were impressive.

Vision and Safety

The Board in action

Dr. Mike Crognale, from the Department of Psychology at
the University of Nevada in Reno, presented the Vision and
Safety seminar. Crognale is a pilot, CFII and airplane owner.
His presentation addressed the issues of visibility and target
recognition, and how to satisfy the FAA mandated responsibility
to see and avoid traffic whenever in visual conditions. He
covered four areas: basic physiology of the eye; adaptation;
sensitivity; and masking/camouflage (color, contrast, motion,
and spatial frequency).
Mike pointed out that the method of scanning the sky in 10degree segments as recommended by the FAA does not
ideally use the motion sensing capability of the rods. An
initial 30-degree scanning increment, with fixation on targets
in motion, may be better. It takes a young healthy pilot at least
12.5 seconds to see and avoid an approaching target because
of detection, recognition, and reaction times.
The choice of cockpit light colors should consider dark
adaptation and the required visual tasks. It takes more light to
read a chart than to scan for identification or strobe lights. The
military often uses blue-green wavelengths to facilitate night
vision goggle use. But red is much better for preserving the
sensitivity of rods. One good tip was to gradually turn down the
cockpit light intensity during a flight, as the eye dark-adapts.

Nobody starved

Airport Signage and Safety

Tom Culler of FlightSafety International presented a thorough
and educational program on airport signs. Culler, who has
been with FlightSafety for 6 years, has been a pilot for more
than 30 years and has extensive corporate flying experience.
The large number of runway incursion accidents emphasizes
the importance of this topic. These have occasionally involved
airlines, but the most frequently involved aircraft types are single
engine. Runway incursions have increased from 186 to 321
per year since 1994, and 60 to 80% are caused by human
error. Simple distraction accounts for many. Land and Hold
Short Operations (LAHSO) require excellent knowledge of and
adherence to airport markings. Culler’s presentation was
polished, informative, and lively.

Pilot-to-Pilot

MMOPA’s immediate past President Mark Swatek moderated
the two 60 minute pilot-to-pilot sessions. The panel included CFI
Tom Deutsch, mechanic Kevin Meade, Malibu/Mirage/JetProp
pilot Charlie Hampton, and Piper’s Suzy Stringfellow. Questions
and issues raised by the audience included many maintenance
topics and a variety of operational issues, including proper use
of the yaw damper.
“Are we getting dessert?”

A remarkable consensus was achieved on most training needs.
All the CFI’s agree on the need for slow flight, stalls and stall
recognition. The benefits of training with several different
cont.
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Electronic Flight
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instructors, and of learning and refining skills and techniques on
each flight were emphasized. The knowledge and use of personal
flight standards, as emphasized in Tom Deutsch’s Hyman Memorial
Lecture, was emphasized by all.

Conclusion

No matter how many hours or years we each have in the PA-46,
the convention is always an opportunity to learn more and to be a
safer pilot. Mixing with fellow pilots during the academic sessions,
cocktail hours, vendor sessions and dinners provides an opportunity
for education and entertainment that probably could not be found
elsewhere outside of the convention. The gathering also allows us to
work together more effectively to solve serious problems in the fleet,
and to act as a coherent group in the face of adversity. Tucson was
a great success, and also provided us with lessons learned on how
to make the next convention even better. See you next year!

Caauwe cool as always

No comment...

“So, when the pilot falls asleep...”

Coats tells yet another story

Have another glass
more photos
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Larry Lee does it again

The one, the only, Bill Prymak

Do I hear $1000?

Richard and Carol enjoy a quiet moment

The Coats family
more photos
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Exhausted after the auction

Mark Swatek, enjoying “past” status

Rock and Roll will never die

The band was blown away
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Quality Materials
Professional & Precise Craftsmanship
Wide Variety of Color & Fabric Selections
All Materials Used Have Proper Certs
Affordable Prices
Free Quotes Upon Request

1(800) 321-1271
SUPERIOR AVIATION, INC.
250 Riverhills Rd, Ford Airport
Kingsford, MI 49802
Upholstery Dept. 906-774-4405
email: superav@up.net

www.superioraviation.com

Notes From M•MOPA Headquarters
by Russ Caauwe

Russ Caauwe
Executive Director
Russ has been crazy about
airplanes all of his life. He
obtained his license in Norfolk,
Nebraska, at the age of 17.
Entering the Air Force at 19,
Russ served two years as an
airborne radar mechanic. In
1950, he was accepted for pilot
training, and after graduation, was
commissioned as a 2nd Lt. and
pilot. Russ served in the 82nd
Fighter Squadron, flying F-94’s
and F-89’s, in Iceland, where he
met his wife Bjorg (Bea).
After completing his tour with the
76th Fighter Squadron in Presque
Isle, Maine, Russ pursued various
business interests, including life
as a Customer Engineer for IBM;
later as President of his own data
processing company; and finally,
as a corporate pilot, from which
he retired in 1997, having enjoyed
over 3,500 hours flying a 1984
Malibu, and a 1989 Mirage.

Thanks to all members who have updated their
information on the web site’s Members List. I
now automatically receive an email advising
me of the update; you no longer have to
send separate notice to me. Henceforth our
Membership Directory should be much more
accurate and up-to-date.

Alex Osadzinski
N627AO
Redwood City, CA

One of the many “unsung heroes” in MMOPA
is our editor, Jeff Schweitzer. He puts a
tremendous amount of time and effort into this
magazine every issue, and does not get nearly
the amount of recognition he deserves. If you
enjoy this fine magazine, of which we can be
very proud, tell Jeff how much you appreciate
his hard work. (Editor’s note: I did not pay
Russ to say this, although I would have if I the
thought had occurred to me).

Clifford Evens
N12321
Oldwick, NJ

On this same subject, I would like to remind
everyone that our officers and board members
are unpaid volunteers. We welcome your input,
but please keep that in mind when you criticize
these volunteers who are doing their best with
the resources available. Unlike AOPA, we do
not have a large organization with a highly paid
staff. The Convention Coordinator and I are
the only people in this organization who are
compensated in any way for their work with
MMOPA.
I would like to ask a favor of all members. When
you get your invoice for membership renewal,
please pay immediately, while the bill is still
fresh in your mind. Many times I have deleted
a member after a second notice has gone
unanswered, only to have the payment show
up a week later. This causes a tremendous
amount of unnecessary work, key strokes and
data entry, not to mention possibility of error.
Renewing your membership is now easy at
our web site, and requires only a few minutes
of your time. Please take advantage of this
opportunity.

NOTICE

For any questions regarding next
year’s M•MOPA convention, please
call

Bill Alberts
Convention Coordinator
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Clifford is a retired engineer. He has a JetProp
and has over 2250 hours. He holds PP MEL and
Instrument ratings.

Kliff Black
N801SW
Coppell, TX
Kliff has over 830 hours and holds a Commercial
license with an Instrument rating. He has a
Mirage.

Tom Deutsch
Shawnee, KS
Tom has started his own Aircraft Training Services
company. He is a 6000 hr + Instructor and is well
known to our membership. Good luck in your new
company Tom!

Mark Gardiner
N4190W
Portland, OR
Mark has over 1550 hours and holds a Private
license with SEL MEL SES and Instrument
ratings.

Laszlo Angyalosi
Budapest, Hungary
Laszlo is an Advertising Advisor. He has over 450
hours. His company name is Angyal Air Kft. He
is our first member from Hungary.

Paul Brothers
N268CM
Tulsa, OK
Paul lists his occupation as Advertising and
Marketing. He has over 500 hours and holds a
Private license with an Instrument Rating.

tel: (843) 785-9358
fax: (843) 785-7567

Fall 2002

Q. If you want to make a parachute jump, you
should be how high?
A. Three days of steady drinking should do it.
(Charlie Weaver)

Alex owns a Mirage. He holds a Private license
with ASEL and Instrument ratings. He has over
430 hours.

M MOPA

Plastech Corp
printer has film
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MMOPA Classifieds
FLORIDA Spruce Creek Fly-in

America’s Premier Fly-In Community. 4,000'
paved lighted runway, paved taxiways, full
service FBO, golf and tennis Country Club,
24 hour security, 15 minutes from Daytona
Beach International Airport and the Ocean.
Pilots Serving Pilots.
Pat and Lenny Ohlsson,
Spruce Creek Fly-In Realty.
Website: www.fly-in.com
800-932-4437 Evening 386-761-8804

1989 Malibu Mirage

Two partners wanted to take a 1/3 interest in
a 1989 Malibu Mirage based in Orlando FL.
Beautiful airplane with approx 1420 hrs. TT
approx 900 hrs since top overhaul. Airplane
is equipped with all the best instrumentation.
Excellent maintenance record. Same owner
and sole pilot for over 10 years. Plane logs
approx. 120 hrs. per year.
Contact: Fred C. Edwards
fedwards@allcash.net
(407)402-9956

®

Eclipse ® is a service mark of Eclipse International, Inc.

Aircraft Financing

JetDollars, Inc. has some of the best rates and
terms in the country for M/MOPA members.
Ask for a reference list of satisfied M/MOPA
members! Call Mark Baumgartner for a quote
at 1-888-433-9992 or visit www.jetdollars.com.
USA Only.

GPS MANUALS

for beginners and users are now available
for the Garmin GNS 430 and GNS 530, as
well as the King KLN 89B/KLN 94, KLN 90B,
KLN 900. These task-oriented, pilot-friendly
manuals lead you step-by-step through the
most useful enroute and approach operations.
Includes description of all pages. KLN 90B and
KLN 900 are $34.95, all others $39.95. Add $6
for s&h. Outside US add $6 more.
ZD Publishing, Inc.
PO Box 3487
Wichita KS 67201
Ph 888-310-3134
www.zdpublishing.com

VK Aircraft
New ad

Pik*West ad
printer has file

AVIATION TRAINING MANAGEMENT, INC.
Insurance approved for factory equivalent initial and recurrent training

call:

(772) 778-7815

Post Office Box 2611
Vero Beach, FL 32961

Ron Cox
President
of ATM

Malibu/Mirage, Meridian, Jetprop DLX

INSTRUCTORS:
Dick Rochfort
MFD, EFIS,
Roy Bolling
Bob Stickle
GPS, AP/FD
Rick Tutt
Model Specific
Bob Redfern
Training
Mitch Johnson
San Irlandi
Highand
time
instructors
trained
toall
exacting
insurance
and
FAA
standards
on
aircraft
flight
management
systems.

AIRCRAFT
SPECIFIC
TRAINING

website: www.AviationTrainingATM.com
email: AVIATION_TRAINING@COMPUSERVE.COM
fax: (772) 778-9731

JetProp

New Skytech Ad
Printer has file

Advertising Rates . . .
Display Rates

Full Page Black & White $400.00
Full Page Full Color $1,375.00
Half Page Black & White
Half Page Full Color

$200.00
$875.00

2 page spread Black & White
$650.00
2 page spread Full Color $1,975.00
2 page center spread Full Color $2,120.00
Inside Front Cover Full Color $1,650.00
Inside Back Cover Full Color $1,575.00
Back Cover Full Color Only $1,825.00
Guaranteed ad placement - Display rate plus 20%

Classified Rates

The classified advertising section includes
used aircraft, services and used equipment.

Classified Ad with Photograph

Base cost is $100 each issue it runs:
Base cost includes a 4-color photo image and 45 words.
Ads over 45 words are billed at $1.00 per word
A one-time setup fee will be applied as follows:
$50 for digital image (jpg or tif, 3x5 @ 300dpi)
$75 for slide or print

Classified Ad without Photograph
Base cost is $45 each issue it runs:

Minimum ad length is up to 45 words.
Ads over 45 words are billed at $1.00 per word.
Full payment must accompany your advertisement.

Advertising Placement

Ad Specifications, Scheduling and Contact Information
Victoria Marasco • MDS
(512) 306-1988 • Fax (512) 263-3200
Send all ad materials to the Publisher:
MDS Creative Studio
809 N. Cuernavaca Dr.
Austin, TX 78733
Publisher reserves the right to
refuse or withdraw advertising.
Advertising Insertion Fees are required
prior to production of publication.
Electronic files only.
Overall magazine size is
8-3/8" x 10-7/8".

Training Update...
The following facilities offer initial and/or
recurrent training for the Malibu•Mirage
Aviation Training Management
Vero Beach, Florida
(561) 778-7815
Initial & Refresher
by Appointment

Eclipse International, Inc.
St. Petersburg, Florida
(727) 822-1611
Initial and Refresher
with Mary Bryant at
St. Petersburg or
Customer’s Location

Flight Safety International
Lakeland, Florida
1-800-726-5037

Initial and Recurrent
Training

Mariani Aviation Services
Vero Beach, Florida
(772) 567-8666 or
(772) 713-4368

Initial and Refresher Training with
John Mariani at any location

Roger Aviation Company
Eden Prairie, Minnesota
1-888-943-2837
Initial and Recurrent
Training

SimCom Training Centers
Vero Beach, Florida
1-800-272-0211
Initial & Refresher
by Appointment

Events Calendar . . .

12th Annual Convention - September 25-29, 2002

LaPaloma Resort in Tucson, Arizona

Helpline . . .

316-728-8634
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